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ABSTRACT: O cean iron fertilization (OIF) is being considered as a strategy for m itigating rising 
atmospheric C 0 2 concentrations. One model for im plem entation is the sale of carbon offsets. M odel
ing studies predict that OIF has the potential to produce a m aterial difference in the rise of atm os
pheric C 0 2 over the next several decades, but this could only be attained by alteration of the ecosys
tems and biogeochemical cycles of m uch of the world's oceans. The efficacy of OIF on this scale has 
not been proven. However, the consequences of successful im plem entation must be considered now, 
for 2 im portant reasons: (1) to determ ine if the environm ental effects would be predictable and veri
fiable, and if so, acceptable; and (2) to establish w hether the basis for valuing carbon offsets — an 
accurate audit of net reductions in cumulative greenhouse gas potential over 100 yr — can be met. 
Potential side-effects of w idespread OIF that must be considered include a reduced supply of 
macronutrients to surface w aters dow nstream  of fertilized regions, increased emissions of the potent 
greenhouse gases nitrous oxide and m ethane, and changes in the extent or frequency of coastal 
hypoxia. Given the uncertainties inherent in ocean models, predictions of environm ental effects must 
be backed up by m easurem ents. Thus, to go forward w ith confidence that the effects of rising C 0 2 
could indeed be m itigated through OIF over the next century, and to establish the foundations for 
auditing carbon offsets, it must be explicitly dem onstrated that m ethods exist to predict and detect 
dow nstream  effects of OIF against the background of both climate variability and global warming. 
We propose that until the side-effects of w idespread OIF can be shown to be verifiable — and there 
is good reason to believe that they cannot — OIF should not be considered a viable technology for 
climate mitigation.
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INTRODUCTION

The relentless rise of atm ospheric C 0 2 concentrations 
presents us w ith one of the greatest challenges of our 
times. It has been established that fossil-fuel emissions 
must be drastically reduced to stabilize atmospheric 
C 0 2 soon enough to avoid rapid climate change with 
very serious consequences for hum anity (IPCC 2007). 
It is also clear that a broad range of strategies for cap 
turing and sequestering C 0 2 must be pursued. Direct 
m anipulation of the radiative balance of Earth, for

exam ple through stratospheric sulfur injections 
(Crutzen 2006), is also being considered. The latter, 
and other proposals that involve large-scale m anipula
tions of the planet, are sometimes term ed 'geoengi
neering'; they merit special scrutiny because they 
would impose pervasive changes to earth  systems with 
inherently uncertain consequences (Kintisch 2007). 
Here, w e exam ine one geoengineering proposal: fertil
ization of the ocean on a scale large enough to m ake a 
significant difference to the rise of atm ospheric C 0 2 
over the next several decades.
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PROPOSED STRATEGY FOR MITIGATING 
CLIMATE CHANGE

Despite profound uncertainties about its ultimate 
consequences, w idespread fertilization of the ocean is 
being seriously considered as a strategy for mitigating 
climate change (Buesseler et al. 2008). One reason for 
contem plating this potentially risky m anipulation of 
marine ecosystems on an unprecedented  scale is that 
the consequences of taking no action could be worse. 
The same reasoning is used to justify consideration of a 
broad range of geoengineering proposals (Kintisch
2007). The prem ise of these argum ents is that the geo
engineering activity could slow the rise of atmospheric 
C 0 2 concentrations or otherwise modify global w arm 
ing enough to significantly m itigate greenhouse-gas 
driven climate change. Pacala & Socolow (2004) 
describe a portfolio of technologies they claim could 
solve the carbon and climate problem  for the next half 
century. Each of seven 'stabilization w edges' would 
rise over 50 yr to account for 1 Gt C yr-1 of sequestered 
atmospheric C 0 2 or reduced C 0 2 em issions— corre
sponding to 0.47 ppm  of atmospheric C 0 2 y r 1 (Lassey 
et al. 1996). Such w edges would stabilize net C 0 2 
emissions for long enough to perm it a p lateau at 
500 ppm  to be achieved by substantially reduced fossil 
fuel emissions in subsequent years. These technologies 
are identified as having 'the potential to produce a 
m aterial difference by 2054' (Pacala & Socolow 1968, 
p. 968). Consistent w ith the time scale of this scenario, 
technologies for sequestering atmospheric C 0 2 should 
do so for at least 100 yr — the standard for perm anence 
of carbon sequestration strategies (Powell 2008).

In principle, ocean iron fertilization (OIF) could re p 
resent a stabilization wedge; m odeling studies predict 
that sustained fertilization (for decades) of so-called 
high-nutrient, low-chlorophyll (HNLC) regions of the 
ocean (i.e. up to 30% of the World Ocean) would 
sequester at most 0.5 Gt C y r 1 (Buesseler et al. 2008). 
Fertilization of some oligotrophic waters (which in total 
account for nearly 50%  of ocean area) w ith iron or a 
mix of iron and m acronutrients (i.e. via induced 
upwelling) could lead to more sequestration of carbon 
in the ocean by enhancing the grow th of phytoplank
ton and/or stim ulating nitrogen fixation, w ith subse
quent sinking of organic m aterial to the deep sea (Karl 
& Letelier 2008, this Them e Section). Thus, although it 
is by no m eans proven, the potential exists for OIF to 
m ake a significant difference to atm ospheric C 0 2 con
centrations (e.g. carbon sequestration of about 0.5 Gt C 
yr-1), but this could only be attained by intentional 
alteration of the ecosystems and biogeochem ical cycles 
of much of the world's oceans for a century or more.

It has been argued that im plem entation of an OIF 
strategy would depend  on there being 'acceptable and

predictable environm ental impacts' (Buesseler et al. 
2008). We agree and add that, as w ith essentially all 
predictions of complex earth  processes involving the 
biosphere, projections of the consequences of OIF are 
inherently uncertain. What, then, is the standard for 
predictability? Reasonably, predictions would have to 
be sufficiently accurate to exclude the possibility of 
unacceptable environm ental impacts. In turn, they 
would have to be validated by comparison with appro
priate environm ental observations. Since the model of 
OIF as a climate m itigation strategy is w idespread 
im plementation, sustained for decades and leading to 
carbon sequestration for at least 100 yr, the requ ire
m ent for prediction and verification of environm ental 
impacts must be applied not only to individual applica
tions or pilot programs, but also to global alteration of 
the ocean for a century or more. To do less would be to 
em bark on this course of global environm ental m anip
ulation, tru sting— w ithout adequate foundation — that 
unacceptable consequences could be detected  in time 
to halt this activity. We feei that it is necessary to rely 
on more than trust.

OIF AND CARBON OFFSETS

OIF is controversial not only because of its uncertain 
effects, but also because commercial interests are pu r
suing a m arket-driven strategy for implementation: 
multiple nutrient applications (e.g. roughly 200 x 
200 km) for carbon offsets sustained for decades. The 
feasibility of this strategy has been pointedly ques
tioned (Zeebe & A rcher 2005), and issues such as the 
effect of frequency of OIF (sporadic versus continuous) 
on carbon sequestration (Arrigo & Tagliabue 2005) 
appear to have been  ignored. However, if OIF could 
reach its potential for carbon sequestration and cause a 
m aterial difference in atm ospheric C 0 2 (a major justifi
cation for considering such action despite uncertainties 
that may never be resolved), the resulting carbon off
sets would be worth many billions of euros and if the 
process w ere as simple as some proponents have sug
gested, revenues would greatly exceed costs. This 
raises many concerns, including the worry that the 
cumulative, large-scale effects of many m arket-driven 
im plem entations would lead to a classic 'tragedy of the 
commons' (Hardin 1968, Chisholm et al. 2001). The 
response of proponents is a clear acknow ledgem ent 
that OIF should be subject to international oversight, 
w ith requirem ents for careful validation of carbon 
sequestration and other environm ental side-effects

It follows that, w hether the objective is to evaluate 
OIF com prehensively as a strategy for m itigating cli
m ate change or more specifically as a technology for 
generating carbon offsets (i.e. through a series of com 
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mercially funded nutrient applications ultimately lead 
ing to large-scale changes in the ocean), the effects of 
OIF must be shown to be acceptably predictable and 
verifiable, locally and globally. Here, we describe 
in tended and unintended effects of OIF that must be 
predicted and discuss the accuracy that would be 
required  to verify these predictions effectively enough 
to exclude the possibility of materially significant 
counteracting or negative environm ental effects.

INTENDED AND UNINTENDED EFFECTS OF OIF

The central objective of OIF is alteration of the struc
ture and function of pelagic ecosystems and the associ
ated biogeochem ical cycles. This is not m eant to imply 
that today's ocean is pristine; we know that climate 
variability influences ocean ecosystems in m any ways 
and that anthropogenic activities are already affecting 
climate (IPCC 2007). Also, hum ans have polluted 
coastal systems (GESAMP 2001) and fundam entally 
altered m arine food w ebs by fishing dow n top p red a
tors and depleting fish stocks world-wide (Jackson et 
al. 2001, Myers & Worm 2003). Regardless, OIF merits 
very careful evaluation because using it broadly 
enough to m itigate climate change would ultimately 
result in the m anipulation of ocean ecosystems on 
basin scales.

Simply, OIF is in tended to promote nutrient utiliza
tion in surface layers of the ocean to produce organic 
m atter that will sink and decom pose in the deep sea, 
isolated from the atm osphere. Iron would be added to 
HNLC areas of the ocean, w here the availability of this 
trace elem ent limits the accum ulation of phytoplank
ton and thus the utilization of m acronutrients. Local 
effects of individual applications are well recognized 
and have been  studied over w eeks at relatively small 
scales (i.e. 1 0 x 1 0  km) of experim ental ocean fertiliza
tion (Boyd et al. 2007b). Addition of iron to oligotrophic 
(low-nutrient, low-chlorophyll [LNLC]) w aters would 
be in tended to stimulate nitrogen fixation supported 
by utilization of residual phosphate (and possibly, 
added nutrients), ultim ately resulting in the export of 
organic m aterial from the surface layer (Karl & Letelier 
2008). To date, the efficacy of LNLC fertilization has 
not been dem onstrated; open ocean enrichm ent exper
iments w ith iron have had  a minor impact on nitrogen 
fixation (Rees et al. 2006, unpubl. data), and global 
models (e.g. Tagliabue et al. 2008) suggest a relatively 
small effect of aerosol iron supply on LNLC regions. 
But questions of scale and modes of im plem entation 
rem ain unexplored (Karl & Letelier 2008) and there are 
unknow ns surrounding w hat environm ental factors 
stimulate nitrogen fixers (Deutsch et al. 2007, Hutchins 
et al. 2007). If LNLC fertilization does sequester car

bon, we must know if the consequences would be p re 
dictable, verifiable and acceptable. It is thus appropri
ate at this time to conduct the heuristic exercise of 
exploring the potential effects of successful, w ide
spread ocean fertilization.

D irect effects of individual applications

If effective, each application of iron to the ocean 
would have several direct results that are described 
and discussed elsew here in this Them e Section (see 
Law 2008, W atson et al. 2008): (1) Phytoplankton 
would bloom, leading to depletion of m acronutrients in 
the surface layer. (2) After varying degrees of repack 
aging through food w eb processes and the formation of 
aggregates (marine snow), a proportion of the organic 
m atter produced by the bloom would sink from the sur
face layer, roughly the upper 100 m. (3) Below the sur
face layer, the dow nw ard flux of organic m atter would 
decrease w ith depth, approxim ating a pow er law  func
tion (Buesseler et al. 2007), due primarily to decom po
sition by m icrobes— consum ing oxygen and regener
ating nutrients and C 0 2 in the process — and the 
grazing of particles by Zooplankton. (4) Consequently, 
only a portion of the organic m atter that sank out of the 
surface layer would reach deep w aters that are likely 
to stay out of contact w ith the atm osphere for 100 yr 
or more, i.e., beyond the '100 yr horizon'. This is the 
carbon that would be considered to be sequestered. 
(5) Some fertilizations could stimulate blooms of com 
munities that produce dimethylsulfide (DMS), the prin
cipal natural source of sulfur to the atm osphere, which 
influences climate by its role in cloud formation and 
modifying radiative properties of the earth  (Andreae 
1990). Enhanced DMS emissions could potentially 
reinforce the clim ate-m itigation effects of OIF by 
increasing the earth 's albedo (Law 2008). Except p er
haps for enhanced production of DMS, these general 
predictions should apply to LNLC (Karl & Letelier
2008), as well as HNLC waters.

It is seldom recognized explicitly, but has nonetheless 
been  observed, that at the end of an effective fertiliza
tion, surface w aters would be depleted  of nutrients 
(Boyd et al. 2004) and plankton biomass would be low 
because a proportion of the organic m atter produced by 
fertilization would have sunk to deeper layers.

D irect effects of sustained and w idespread OIF

As assum ed in models used to predict the efficacy of 
OIF in a climate m itigation scenario (e.g. Aumont & 
Bopp 2006, Tagliabue et al. 2008), sustained and w ide
spread fertilization would lead to replacem ent of iron
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limitation w ith iron sufficiency in broad expanses of 
the ocean. The previously unused m acronutrients in 
the surface layer would have been  stripped from the 
w ater by phytoplankton and delivered to depth  — 
along with carbon — as sinking particulate organic 
matter. Given the stoichiometry of synthesis and 
regeneration of organic m aterial in the sea, several 
biogeochem ical and ecological consequences would 
be expected from this iron-induced pum ping of 
organic particles to depth  across broad expanses of 
ocean: (1) Lower concentrations of m acronutrients in 
the surface layer, likely leading to the limitation of new  
production by the vertical flux of nitrate, or if nitrogen 
fixation is stimulated, phosphate. The engineered  iron- 
sufficient, m acronutrient-lim ited pelagic ecosystems 
would thus be structured in a fundam entally different 
way from their present state, in w hich upper limits to 
the grow th of phytoplankton are hypothesized to 
depend  on supplies of iron from atm ospheric deposi
tion as well as from below (Jickells et al. 2005). The 
new  state is in tended to mimic w hat is thought to have 
occurred naturally during glacial periods (Martin 
1990). (2) H igher concentrations of carbon at depth, 
associated with the organic m aterial that sank from the 
surface layer. Most of this would be dissolved inor
ganic carbon (DIC) associated w ith decomposition of 
that organic matter, and m uch of the DIC would accu
m ulate below the surface layer but above the 100 yr 
horizon, i.e. in w aters that would come in contact with 
the atm osphere in less than 100 yr. (3) Lower concen
trations of oxygen below the surface layer, correspond
ing directly to the extra DIC produced by decom posi
tion. (4) H igher concentrations of m acronutrients at 
depth, roughly in stoichiometric proportion to the OIF- 
induced excess DIC and deficiency in oxygen.

It is im portant to rem em ber that the products of OIF 
that do not reach the 100 yr horizon— likely the m ajor
ity of that which sinks below 100 m — still affect the 
chemistry and biology of subsurface w aters by increas
ing nutrients and DIC and decreasing oxygen. A com 
prehensive audit of the effects of OIF would have to 
include careful assessm ent of these changes in m id
depth  waters.

D ow nstream  effects of sustained and w idespread OIF

Expected results of OIF have qualitatively (and 
in sufficiently detailed models, quantitatively) p re 
dictable ecological and biogeochem ical consequences 
that can be referred  to as dow nstream  effects: (1) OIF 
would reduce the surface nutrient inventory, and thus 
the productivity of plankton communities, in large 
expanses of ocean dow nstream  of the fertilizations. 
This might severely diminish their ability to support

fisheries (G nanadesikan et al. 2003, G nanadesikan & 
M arinov 2008, this Them e Section). (2) As recognized 
early on by Fuhrm an & Capone (1991), increased p ar
ticle flux from w idespread OIF would promote oxygen 
depletion and the regeneration of nutrients and C 0 2 
in subsurface waters, which could lead generally to 
increased production and efflux of greenhouse gases 
such as N20  and m ethane (with 300x and 23x the 
global w arm ing potential of C 0 2, respectively, calcu
lated by molecular weight). (3) Fertilization-induced 
oxygen depletion and regeneration of nutrients at m id
depths could alter source w aters for some coastal 
upwelling systems. Effects of similar alterations are 
illustrated by exam ples from the coast of Oregon influ
enced by anomalous high-nutrient, low-oxygen up- 
w elled source w ater in 2002 (Grantham et al. 2004) and 
very low 0 2 w ater in 2006 (Chan et al. 2008); effects 
included nearshore hypoxia w ith fish kills and tran 
sients of increased emissions of C 0 2 and N20  from the 
ocean associated w ith upwelling (Lueker 2004). 
Through its increm ental influence on m id-depth oxy
gen and nutrients, OIF-induced alteration of source 
w aters for coastal upwelling should increase the fre
quency or extent of coastal hypoxia, but by w hat 
amount, we do not know. As the events of 2002 and 
2006 illustrate, incompletely understood natural p ro
cesses will always be a factor. If dram atic anoxia like 
that observed in 2006 (Chan et al. 2008) occurred sev
eral years after OIF had  even slightly altered  source 
w aters, there would likely be an active discussion of 
the extent to which those who applied fertilizer might 
be liable. (4) H igher nutrients in source w aters for 
coastal upwelling can have positive effects, especially 
if the system is not driven to hypoxia; enhanced deliv
ery of nutrients to upw elling systems influenced by 
OIF-enriched source w aters should lead to increased 
productivity in the surface layer and export of produc
tion from it, although supplies of N would likely be 
reduced by the conversion of ammonium and nitrate to 
N2 by denitrification and anammox in suboxic w aters 
(Arrigo 2005). (5) For enrichm ent of oligotrophic 
w aters to stimulate N-fixation, alteration of subsurface 
N:P nutrient ratios is expected — and indeed will be 
exploited (Karl & Letelier 2008). This could have 
important, and at present unknown, influences on the 
structure of the pelagic food w eb (Arrigo 2005).

A common feature of these dow nstream  effects is 
that they would be expected to build up gradually over 
time in response to the cum ulative influence of 
repeated  fertilizations, ultimately altering m uch of the 
ocean. As we discuss below, capabilities exist to model 
the effects and to m ake m easurem ents relevant to val
idation of model predictions, but quantifying pertu rba
tions directly attributable to OIF on a global scale du r
ing coming decades of changing climate presents a
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huge challenge (Denman 2008, this Theme Section, 
W atson et al. 2008). Indeed, m odeling studies indicate 
the difficulties that exist in discerning the signal of 
global climate change over that of climate variability 
during the coming decades (Boyd et al. 2007a); assess
ing the influence of OIF will require detecting its direct 
and indirect effects over the 2 sources of climate- 
related  variability— with confidence.

CRITERIA FOR EFFECTIVE VERIFICATION

Now that we have identified the expected (but not 
necessarily easily quantifiable) influences of wide- 
scale OIF, we can return  to the conclusion that it is p re 
m ature to sell carbon offsets for OIF unless it can be 
dem onstrated to have 'acceptable and predictable 
environm ental impacts' (Buesseler et al. 2008). It is 
useful to start w ith a list of w hat should be predicted.
• Reduced vertical export of carbon from waters im m e

diately downstream , due to depletion of surface 
w ater nutrients, should be assessed and deducted 
from the vertical carbon flux associated directly with 
each fertilization. To do so, we would need to q u an 
tify the extent to which nutrients w ere depleted  and 
the effect of that depletion on vertical carbon fluxes 
that would have occurred had  the patch of w ater 
been left alone. Knowledge of the m ean state and 
variability envelope (around the mean) of the nutri
ent fields prior to OIF is a prerequisite for this q u an 
tification (see Watson et al. 2008). The use of auto
nomous sensor systems on floats and gliders (Riser & 
Johnson 2008) would assist w ith large-scale quantifi
cation of changes in nutrients and dissolved oxygen.

• Changes in the emissions of N20  to the atm osphere 
during the 100 yr after fertilization would have to be 
predicted and any net increases — m ultiplied by a 
global w arm ing potential of 300 times that of C 0 2— 
would have to be deducted  from the estim ate of net 
carbon sequestration. Given that w aters below the 
surface layer but above the 100 yr horizon will be 
enriched w ith nitrogen and som ewhat depleted  in 
oxygen, increased emissions to the atm osphere are 
expected (G nanadesikan et al. 2003). Thus, N20  pro
duction would have to be assessed for these m id
depth  waters, along w ith atmospheric exchange 
(Nevison et al. 2004). To estim ate the required  limit 
of detection, consider that the global w arm ing b en e 
fit associated with ocean carbon sequestration of 
0.5 Gt C y r 1 would be dim inished 20 % by increm en
tal emission of 0.8 Tg N as N20  yr-1. This difference 
is coincidentally about 20% of the estim ated ocean 
production of N20  (Nevison et al. 2004) and well 
w ithin the uncertainty of the estim ate. For further 
discussion, see Law (2008).

• Alterations to methane emissions from the global ocean 
should also be assessed. However, simple calculations 
indicate that even large changes in m ethane produc
tion may not be a problem  in this context; emissions of 
m ethane would have to increase by 16 Tg CH4 yr-1 to 
offset 20 % of a 0.5 Gt C y r 1 carbon sequestration. This 
is well over lOx the estim ated m arine source of 
m ethane to the atm osphere (Kock et al. 2008), so, u n 
less other relevant facts arise, increases in m ethane 
production m ight safely be considered an acceptable 
consequence of OIF.
O ther expected effects of OIF cannot be quantified

in term s of C 0 2 greenhouse gas equivalents, but would
have economic and societal impacts that should be
assessed to evaluate net benefits of ocean fertilization.
• In some regions of the ocean, purposefully nutrient- 

depleted surface w aters would be subducted, then up- 
w elled into the therm ocline hundreds or thousands of 
km away. These upw elled w aters would have lower 
concentrations of nutrients, limiting their potential to 
support productive ecosystems (Carr & Kearns 2003). It 
will be im portant to estim ate not only the reduction of 
carbon sequestration, but also the impacts on food 
w ebs and on the yields of fisheries in particular. Using 
calculations they recognized to be uncertain, G nana
desikan et al. (2003) related regional fisheries landings 
to export production (transport of organic carbon to 
depth) and estim ated that 1 US ton of reduced export 
flux corresponded to $US5 of fisheries value. Applying 
this estimate to results of one of their 100 yr simulations 
of OIF, G nanadesikan et al. (2003) calculated that the 
long-term  cost to fisheries of the southeast Pacific re 
gion associated w ith sequestering 1 US ton C through 
fertilization of the tropical ocean would be SUS150 US 
torn1 C sequestered. If history is any guide, regardless 
of uncertainties in the cost estimate, w e should expect 
major repercussions if fisheries yields decline in re 
gions predicted to be starved of nutrients due to u p 
stream  OIF. Attributing causality to a major change in 
fisheries is notably difficult, and the com pounding 
effects of climate variability and global w arm ing 
promise to m ake determ inations even harder to make.

• As discussed above, alteration of subsurface w aters 
has its own consequences. W idespread OIF above 
w aters that im pinge on coastal regions should lead to 
increased extent, and possibly frequency, of hypoxia 
in coastal ecosystems supplied by artificially 
enriched m id-depth waters, but we have little basis 
on which to predict the degree of increase. Major 
hypoxic events have significant ecological and eco
nomic impact, so it will be im portant to determ ine 
how m uch influence OIF m ight have. C om prehen
sive ocean surveys w ith autonomous sensor systems 
(nitrate and oxygen) informing detailed ocean m od
els should help. It will nonetheless be very difficult to
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determ ine the degree to which OIF may have con
tributed to coastal hypoxia during coming decades of 
climate variability and major anthropogenic inputs of 
nutrients to coastal w aters (GESAMP 2001).
We conclude that predicting the effects of OIF will 

be a formidable challenge and validating the pred ic
tions will be very difficult. These obstacles to effective 
auditing of OIF impacts are com pounded by the possi
bility of unpredictable effects.

UNPREDICTABLE EFFECTS

The preceding discussion has been  based on the 
heuristic assumption — by no m eans proven — that OIF 
would be broadly effective at stim ulating the grow th of 
phytoplankton and utilization of surface nutrients, lead
ing to globally significant sequestration of carbon. We 
have done this because it is im prudent to em bark on a 
course of action that could influence the whole world 
w ithout considering the consequences of complete im 
plem entation with expected results. In turn, we should 
consider the consequences of unexpected results.

It has been argued that we cannot predict the ecolog
ical and biogeochem ical responses to OIF (Chisholm et 
al. 2001). This argum ent is supported by a range of 
unanticipated outcomes of OIF experim ents to date. 
Specifically, m arkedly different algal community com 
position of blooms w ere reported from the Subarctic Pa
cific Iron Experim ent for Ecosystem Dynamics Study 
(SEEDS) I and II experim ents at the same site in the 
northw est Pacific (Boyd et al. 2007b). A large-scale 
phosphate fertilization in the phosphorus-poor eastern  
M editerranean resulted, surprisingly, in a decrease in 
phytoplankton stocks. After careful analysis, this result 
was attributed to other food w eb com ponents out-com 
peting phytoplankton for the added phosphate 
(Thingstad et al. 2005). The result w as entirely unex
pected and appreciated only in retrospect; it illustrates 
that w hen complex m arine ecosystems are m anipu
lated, the most obvious prediction, e.g. a phytoplankton 
bloom in response to P-fertilization or a bloom of fast- 
settling diatoms sequestering carbon in response to 
iron fertilization, cannot be guaranteed.

Larger-scale changes of ecosystems must also be 
considered. There is now considerable evidence that 
environm ental forcing, associated w ith climate vari
ability and/or climate change, results in unexpected 
changes in ecosystems — so-called 'regim e shifts' that 
can alter phytoplankton community structure and also 
indirectly impact on higher trophic levels (see Boyd & 
Doney 2003, their Table 7.1). One exam ple of such a 
shift is the sudden appearance of extensive coccol- 
ithophore blooms in the Bering Sea, w ith subsequent 
large-scale changes of regional biogeochem istry and

food w eb structure (Stockwell et al. 2001). OIF for cli
m ate mitigation will alter regions of similar scale and it 
may not be possible to assess unw anted effects until 
after they happen.

UNCERTAINTY, ACCOUNTABILITY AND  
THE SCALE OF OIF

We agree w ith Buesseler et al. (2008) that uncertain
ties surrounding OIF are too great to justify the selling 
of carbon offsets for ocean fertilization at this time and 
w e add that some uncertainties will never be fully re 
solved. But w hen it comes to the recognized threat of 
climate change, argum ents can be m ade for going for
w ard in the face of uncertainty. That is, acceptance of 
risk — and perhaps a relaxation of the standards for car
bon offset valuation — might be tolerated if OIF showed 
great promise for m itigating climate change and 
thereby reducing the recognized risks of increasing a t
mospheric C 0 2. However, this justification for accept
ing uncertainty and associated risks diminishes greatly 
w hen proposals for OIF are scaled back to m uch more 
modest levels that, on their own, would not m ake a sub
stantial difference to climate (for example, as recently 
presen ted  by one company, Climos, on their site, h ttp :// 
www.climos.com/faq.html#solve_global_warming, ac
cessed April 28, 2008). It follows that as the ultim ate ob
jectives of OIF are scaled back, the tolerance of uncer
tainty and the assessm ent of benefits as com pared to 
risks should be adjusted accordingly. At the same time 
it should be recognized that there is no guarantee that 
one company's restraint will be mimicked by others in a 
carbon-offset m arket. Further, no proposals have been 
m ade to define the conditions under which restrictions 
on cumulative fertilization should be imposed. We 
therefore feei that assessm ent of OIF as a climate miti
gation strategy should consider the effects of w ide
spread fertilization as discussed above.

CONCLUSIONS

We conclude that if OIF is pursued as a climate miti
gation strategy, it will affect m uch of the ocean over 
100 yr or more. So its effects should be predicted on the 
scale of the global ocean and verified against the back
ground of climate variability and climate change over 
coming decades. This is also required  for com prehen
sive auditing of carbon offsets. We propose that until 
the capability for predicting and detecting dow n
stream  side-effects of OIF can be dem onstrated — and 
there is good reason to believe that it cannot — OIF 
should not be considered a viable technology for cli
m ate mitigation.

http://www.climos.com/faq.html%23solve_global_warming
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